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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, MATHEW A. EHLENZ, a citizen of 

the United States, residing at St. Paul, in the county of 
Ramsey and State of Minnesota, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Violins, of which the 
following is a specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in violins, its 

object being particularly to provide improvements in 
the shape of the violin body to cause the instrument to 
fit better under the chin as well as to increase the vi 
bration space so as to make a more powerful bass tone. 
The invention further consists in improvements in 

the construction allowing the player more easily to 
reach the higher notes. 
To this end my invention consists in the features of 

construction and combination hereinafter particularly 
described and claimed. 
In the drawings forming part of this specification, 

Figure I is a face view of a violin embodying my in 
provements; Fig. 2 is a view of the underside of the 
neck of the violin, shown partly broken away; Fig. 3 
is a section onlinea-ic of Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 is a section 
on line -y of Fig. 2. 
As shown in the drawings, the body A of the violin 

is formed at the end opposite to the neck, and at the 
left or bass side, with a projecting portion 2, the outer 
line of the projecting portion curving toward and merg 
ing into the treble side of the body so as to constitute 

at 3 a rest to fit under the chim to allow the player to 
hold the instrument with steadiness and comfort. IBe 
sides allowing the instrument to be firmly held, the 
extension 2 causes the instrument to give a more pow 
erful bass tone. 
The neck B is formed upon its underside with a ridge 

4 extending diagonally across the longitudinal axis of 
the neck from the G-string side of the violin body to 
the E-string side of the outer end of the neck. The 
hand of the player is thus guided in a natural position 
and can reach the higher notes with greater case. 

I claim: 
1. A violin having the end of its body opposite to the 

neck extended on the bass side to il point l}eyond the 
treble side to form :l clin rest. 

2. A violin having the end of its lody opposite to the 
neck oxtended on the bass side to a poilt ley Oll? the 
treble side to folian ill chill lest, sinid extension leing 
curved at one side to neige into the telle side of the 
body. 

3. A violin comprising body and neck, the neck being 
formed upon its undel'side with a liclge extending (iiilg 
onally across the longitut dillal axis of the neck, Sullistian 
tially as described. 

In testimony whereof E affix my signature ill presence 
of two Witnesses. 

MATHEW A. EIILIENZ. 

Witnesses: 
E. S. JOINSON, 
AIIE, SNIITI. 
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